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The leading platform of peer-reviewed 
literature that helps you move your 
research forward.

Built on the widest range of trusted, high-quality, interdisciplinary research, 
ScienceDirect helps you find answers to your most pressing research 
questions, stay on top of your field, and gain in-depth insights into trending 
research topics as you take your next steps in discovery.

• 2,500 journals, 16 million articles

• 39,000 e-books, including books, book series and major reference works

• Digital archives that reach as far back as 1823

High-impact publications

Elsevier’s stringent publishing standards guarantee the highest quality. Publications are guided by eminent editorial boards  
and papers are rigorously peer-reviewed. Our authors, editors and contributors are experts in their fields, which include:

• Physical Sciences & Engineering

• Life Sciences

• Health Sciences

• Social Sciences & Humanities

Fact Sheet

Why choose ScienceDirect

ScienceDirect focuses on empowering you within the world of research to help you stay 
ahead in your field, discover more breakthroughs, accelerate the pace of discovery and 
manage your research.
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ScienceDirect shortens the research 
process, saving an average of 

47 minutes a day

 Increase your understanding 
of new terms and concepts with 
in-article links to 330,000+ 
topic pages

 Manage your research. 
Download multiple documents 
to store, print and share 
responsibly with colleagues, or 
share directly through the social 
media icons in the article page. 
Download articles to Mendeley, 
RefWorks and other tools to 
annotate and collaborate with 
others online

Keep track of what you’re reading 
and ensure you can find useful 
articles again when needed with 
Reading History

Access from anywhere with 
best-in-class remote access and 
responsive design across devices

Open the door to new paths 
of discovery based on your 
recent signed-in activity with 
Recommendations
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Flexible subscription and purchasing options
Elsevier offers a full range of access options, from Single Chapter and Article Choice (R) to subscription 
programs that allow you to pick and choose or build custom collections in journals, and Subscription, 
Evidence-based and Perpetual models in books. Contact your Elsevier sales representative or visit
elsevier.com/solutions/sciencedirect/contact-sales
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** Based on 2018 Elsevier analysis of Scopus data on publishers that contribute >1%
  of indexed books with publication date 2013-16, not including book series.

ScienceDirect is uniquely positioned to provide book and journal 
content interlinked on one platform for seamless research.

There is a growing need for interdisciplinary research. 
ScienceDirect co-usage data reveals that 500,000+ books and 
journals are used together each month.

Books and journals on ScienceDirect:  
unlock the power of co-usage

Open access journals

•  All articles published open access are peer-reviewed and made 
freely available for everyone to read, download and reuse in 
line with the user license displayed on the article

•  250 fully Open Access journals are included, such as  
Cell Reports and The Lancet Global Health

• For a full list, visit elsevier.com/openaccess

Journals

•  Extensive full-text database of authoritative titles from  
core scientific literature

•  Highly cited titles such as The Lancet, Cell and Tetrahedron

•  Advanced access to peer-reviewed articles accepted for 
publication (Articles in Press)

•  For access to journal title lists and collections, go to:  
elsevier.com/solutions/sciencedirect/content

What makes Books and ScienceDirect so unique?
•   eBooks are on ScienceDirect alongside journals to support  

an uninterrupted research workflow

•   Discoverable through 330,000+ ScienceDirect Topics pages
•  Relevant and authoritative overviews to help researchers  

access contextual knowledge

Books

•  Relevant, accessible and high quality
•  Elsevier books have the highest relative citation impact among 

major book publishers in Scopus at 2.1**

•   A user- and data-driven publishing approach


